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WLS is a full-service, independent telematics and data 
processing consultancy and so ware house with 
o ces in the UK and Ukraine.

WWith a full-stack in-house soware development team, 
WLS is whatever you want it to be. If you want to use WLS 
to peorm basic vehicle tracking, it can do it reliably and 
cost eectively; if you want to use WLS to implement 
business critical management repo ing on eet 
peormance and utilisation, it can deliver customised 
and business specic management repo ing; if you want 
WLS WLS to provide in-eld tools to inform or protect a
mobile workforce, it can provide, customise, and build 
native iOS and Android Apps. to deliver a streamlined 
cloud based e cient workow.

An existing WLS reseller received an enquiry to supply vehicle 
tracking for more than 300 vehicles operated by a variety of 
engineering depaments of a luxury car brand. The vehicles 
are located around the world, from Russia to California, and 
operated during the testing phase pre-production. The car 
manufacturer, which must remain condential, required some 
data via the OBD po , and more impo antly to them, needed to 
momonitor utilisation to ensure that vehicles were being tested 
to the maximum number of working hours in the day.
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We work with some of the world’s biggest companies and 
organisations. 

Here is a practical example of how one of WLS’ own branded 
resellers secured a contract to suppo  a luxury car brand’s global 
engineering team’s test cars.
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The challenge in the implementation of their solution is born from 
the manufacturer’s denition of ‘utilisation’, for most transpo  
operations utilisation is dened as ‘the wheels are turning’, but for 
the manufacturer in some iinstances, a vehicle in pieces is 
considered utilised as the engineering team can’t drive it, or the 
vehicle is on a train being transpo ed across europe, there were 
fu her considerations such a the time zone of the engineering 
teteam. Ultimately the company monitors utilisation from 9 am local 
time to 5 pm, and in een minute windows. WLS suppo ed the 
white label reseller to build the repo ing requirements to suppo  
the contract. The repo ing is divided by engineering teams across 
the world, and utilisation is a serious metric for the company 
looking to maximise testing time.

Since implementing the solution, the white label paner has worked 
closely with the manufacturer, and successfully renewed for a 
fu her three years despite sti competition.
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